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16-17 GenEd Observation Unannounced #2

Date of Observation: 4/6/2017

Observation Lesson Title: Daylight Savings/Character

Observation Evidence
16-17 Gen Ed Teach 1 (Obs)

TEACH 1: Objective-Driven Lessons
Engage students in objective-driven lessons based on content standards.
• 4
For Level 4‐‐‐‐ Evidence fully supporting Level 3 is present, as well as one of the following:

1. Teacher provides clear explanation and/or modeling of what mastering objective(s) and/or exemplary student work looks like. 
2. Teacher actively and effectively engages students in the process of connecting the lesson with their prior knowledge. 
3. Most students can explain or demonstrate the lesson objective(s) within the context of the related standard(s) and tell or demonstrate the importance of their learning. 
4. Students model or explain mastery to other students.
5. All students can describe how their learning will be assessed. (footnote 2)

Evidence (Required):
04/06/2017 09:04 am: Good Morning. Today we are going to read a story about daylight savings time.
04/06/2017 09:04 am: T- Repeat our I can statements. Teacher reads the I can statements.
04/06/2017 09:05 am: T- Look up here on the board. Who can tell me what this word is. S- Late. T- Turn to your partner and tell your partner about a time when you were 
late. Then we will share.
04/06/2017 09:06 am: S- Yesterday I was late. T- Have you ever been late before? S- No. You were never late to a party..school..T- So that was a time that you were late.
04/06/2017 09:06 am: T- Who can tell me what this word is? S- Early. T- Now tell a time that you were early for something.
04/06/2017 09:07 am: T- What are some strategies to help you be early. S- Go to sleep early...set your alarm on your table.
04/06/2017 09:40 am: T- So the next thing we are going to talk about is segment syllables.

Rubric Score: 4/5

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 2 (Obs)

TEACH 2: Explain Content
Explain content clearly and accurately 
• 3
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher's explanations / demonstrations of content are clear, accurate and build student understanding of content.
2. Teacher provides logical sequencing of essential information (footnote 3)
3. Teacher utilizes multiple perspectives / approaches to solve problems or interpret text / content. 
4. Teacher makes relevant connections with other content areas, students' experiences and interests, or current events. 
5. Teacher uses explanations that are developmentally appropriate and include academic language that is clear and precise. 
6. Teacher demonstrates appropriate adjustments and alternative ways to explain concepts effectively. 
7. Students may ask some clarifying questions providing information and feedback that the teacher uses to monitor and adjust instruction. 
8. Teacher models to demonstrate performance expectations. 

Evidence (Required):
04/06/2017 09:09 am: T- Confusion. Everyone know what confusion is. Daylight Savings Time, I am going to show you what that is. Float, Parade..
04/06/2017 09:09 am: T- Teacher flips to the definitions and reads the definitions.
04/06/2017 09:10 am: T- Confusion a state in which one is unclear or uncertain. Daylight savings time... Float.. the things you see in a parade.
04/06/2017 09:30 am: T- When you are early you have more benefits.

Rubric Score: 3/5

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 3 (Obs)

TEACH 3: Appropriately Challenging Work
Engage students at all learning levels in appropriately challenging work
• 3
The following best describes what is observed: 

1. Teacher engages students in appropriately challenging work by reaching most students. (Footnote 4)
2. Teacher challenges students. (Footnote 5)
3. Teacher meets students' at appropriate learning levels/styles. (Footnote 6)
4. Teacher includes appropriately complex texts, tasks and activities to support students' mastery of objective(s). (Footnote 7)
5. Teacher incorporates activities and materials that sustain student attention at appropriate learning levels/styles throughout the lesson.

Evidence (Required):
04/06/2017 09:05 am: T- Look up here on the board. Who can tell me what this word is. S- Late. T- Turn to your partner and tell your partner about a time when you were 
late. Then we will share.
04/06/2017 09:06 am: S- Yesterday I was late. T- Have you ever been late before? S- No. You were never late to a party..school..T- So that was a time that you were late.
04/06/2017 09:06 am: T- Who can tell me what this word is? S- Early. T- Now tell a time that you were early for something.



04/06/2017 09:07 am: T- What are some strategies to help you be early. S- Go to sleep early...set your alarm on your table.
04/06/2017 09:14 am: Video address what are characters, what are characters like, What can you do do to understand characters better?
04/06/2017 09:17 am: T- We are going to do the quiz? What do you think Antagonist means? Lets see who was paying attention. Raise your hand if you think it is the hero in 
the story...
04/06/2017 09:18 am: Students raise their hand for the character that tells lies. Teacher clicks and it is wrong. S- Its B. T- Tell me why.
04/06/2017 09:19 am: When Chicken Little says the sky is falling...Who was the main character is Cinderella? What lesson might a character learn from running a race?
04/06/2017 09:21 am: T- What would not help you understand a character? S- D Understand how a character feels...behaves..how many pages in a book...how the character 
behaves. T- The answer is a.
04/06/2017 09:26 am: T- What is the effect about Nola being or the reason that Nola is confused about daylight savings time. Remember daylight savings time..
04/06/2017 09:27 am: S- because she was not paying attention. She was not thinking about something else and not the clock.
04/06/2017 09:31 am: T- how is Pablo different...similar. S- Can we look at the pictures.
04/06/2017 09:31 am: S- they are brothers. T- They are family...
04/06/2017 09:32 am: S- The brother is a boy and the sister is a girl. S- The boy is yawning and the girl is not.
04/06/2017 09:32 am: T- We are going to do this together.
04/06/2017 09:37 am: T- What can we describe about Nola? What is she like? S- She like the parade. T- What can we tell about her character. S- She was always late. T- We 
can say she was a girl and energectic.
04/06/2017 09:38 am: T- Just write what I have. Well I am suppose to ask you. T- Boy. S- He is sleepy. T- that is yawning.
04/06/2017 09:39 am: T- So how can tell me what the setting is? S- the place. T- How can we put that is a sentence. T- We can say the story takes place what... S- Home T- 
At the beginning she was at school. So we can say the setting is at home and school.
04/06/2017 09:41 am: T- What is this word. Lets clap it out. Teacher goes through he word list. parade, nola, time, float, Pablo, remember, Saturday.
04/06/2017 09:42 am: T- Lets do your teachers. Quarles, Underwood, Holloway... Teachers clap and give how many syllables are in each sentence.
04/06/2017 09:43 am: T- Lets do your names. Daniel Campus.
04/06/2017 09:45 am: T- The last thing we are going to do is. What sound does T make. What sound does the end make. You have to determine if the th goes at the 
beginning of the word. Sound this word out. Cloth, path..

Rubric Score: 3/5

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 4 (Obs)

TEACH 4: Content Engagement
Provide students with multiple ways to engage with content
• 3
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher's engagement strategies are aligned to the lesson objective(s) and have a clear, intentional purpose.
2. Lesson has a balance of teacher-directed instruction and student-centered learning.
3. Teacher's strategies enable students to meet lesson objective(s) with appropriate scaffolding and differentiation. (Footnote 1, Footnote 4)
4. Teacher allows students to practice, apply and demonstrate content mastery through discussion and/or writing about complex texts, tasks or concepts.
5. Teacher models and implements appropriate strategies that teach or reinforce one of the following problem-solving types:
• Abstraction
• Categorization
• Drawing conclusions/justifying solutions
• Predicting outcomes
• Observing and experimenting
• Improving solutions
• Identifying relevant/irrelevant information
• Generating ideas
• Creating and designing

Evidence (Required):
04/06/2017 09:05 am: T- Look up here on the board. Who can tell me what this word is. S- Late. T- Turn to your partner and tell your partner about a time when you were 
late. Then we will share.
04/06/2017 09:06 am: S- Yesterday I was late. T- Have you ever been late before? S- No. You were never late to a party..school..T- So that was a time that you were late.
04/06/2017 09:06 am: T- Who can tell me what this word is? S- Early. T- Now tell a time that you were early for something.
04/06/2017 09:07 am: T- What are some strategies to help you be early. S- Go to sleep early...set your alarm on your table.
04/06/2017 09:08 am: T- Ok look up here. Were are going to read a story Fall Forward Spring Back. Look at the picture and tell me what you think the story will be about.
04/06/2017 09:08 am: S- Flowers...Boy..Spring.
04/06/2017 09:08 am: T- Before we begin reading we need to go over our vocabulary words.
04/06/2017 09:09 am: T- Confusion. Everyone know what confusion is. Daylight Savings Time, I am going to show you what that is. Float, Parade..
04/06/2017 09:09 am: T- Teacher flips to the definitions and reads the definitions.
04/06/2017 09:10 am: T- Confusion a state in which one is unclear or uncertain. Daylight savings time... Float.. the things you see in a parade.
04/06/2017 09:14 am: Video address what are characters, what are characters like, What can you do do to understand characters better?
04/06/2017 09:17 am: T- We are going to do the quiz? What do you think Antagonist means? Lets see who was paying attention. Raise your hand if you think it is the hero in 
the story...
04/06/2017 09:18 am: Students raise their hand for the character that tells lies. Teacher clicks and it is wrong. S- Its B. T- Tell me why.
04/06/2017 09:19 am: When Chicken Little says the sky is falling...Who was the main character is Cinderella? What lesson might a character learn from running a race?
04/06/2017 09:21 am: T- What would not help you understand a character? S- D Understand how a character feels...behaves..how many pages in a book...how the character 
behaves. T- The answer is a.
04/06/2017 09:22 am: T- Reads the story. Who can remember what daylight savings time. If you don't set your clock forward or behind you will be late or early.
04/06/2017 09:24 am: T- What do you think she means when she says time is not my friend. S- She does not like time? T- Why S- Because she is always late.
04/06/2017 09:26 am: T- What is the effect about Nola being or the reason that Nola is confused about daylight savings time. Remember daylight savings time..
04/06/2017 09:27 am: S- because she was not paying attention. She was not thinking about something else and not the clock.
04/06/2017 09:27 am: Teacher continues to read.
04/06/2017 09:28 am: T- how does that title of the story...She got the title of the story confused.
04/06/2017 09:29 am: T- What is the reason of Nola turning forward instead of back. We just said it on the carpet. S- She was not listening to the teacher.
04/06/2017 09:31 am: T- how is Pablo different...similar. S- Can we look at the pictures.
04/06/2017 09:31 am: S- they are brothers. T- They are family...
04/06/2017 09:32 am: S- The brother is a boy and the sister is a girl. S- The boy is yawning and the girl is not.
04/06/2017 09:32 am: T- We are going to do this together.
04/06/2017 09:33 am: T- Who is one of the main characters. S- the girl. T- What was her name? S- Nola.
04/06/2017 09:33 am: T- Who was another character in the story? S- Pablo.
04/06/2017 09:34 am: T- Now we are going to draw a picture. I know some of you can't draw so I don't want to hear that draw some stick people like me.
04/06/2017 09:35 am: T- After you draw Nola, I want you to draw Pablo.
04/06/2017 09:37 am: T- What can we describe about Nola? What is she like? S- She like the parade. T- What can we tell about her character. S- She was always late. T- We 
can say she was a girl and energectic.
04/06/2017 09:38 am: T- Just write what I have. Well I am suppose to ask you. T- Boy. S- He is sleepy. T- that is yawning.
04/06/2017 09:39 am: T- So how can tell me what the setting is? S- the place. T- How can we put that is a sentence. T- We can say the story takes place what... S- Home T- 
At the beginning she was at school. So we can say the setting is at home and school.
04/06/2017 09:41 am: T- What is this word. Lets clap it out. Teacher goes through he word list. parade, nola, time, float, Pablo, remember, Saturday.
04/06/2017 09:42 am: T- Lets do your teachers. Quarles, Underwood, Holloway... Teachers clap and give how many syllables are in each sentence.
04/06/2017 09:43 am: T- Lets do your names. Daniel Campus.
04/06/2017 09:45 am: T- The last thing we are going to do is. What sound does T make. What sound does the end make. You have to determine if the th goes at the 
beginning of the word. Sound this word out. Cloth, path..

Rubric Score: 3/5

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 5 (Obs)



TEACH 5: Higher-Level Thinking Skills

• 3
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher ensures the lesson develops higher-level thinking skills (Footnote 9) by engaging students in activities, tasks and/or discussions that build on a solid foundation of knowledge. 
2. Teacher models his or her thought process for generating and asking questions, so that students begin to generate their own questions. (Footnote 10)
3. Teacher provides helpful suggestions and/or redirects with questions, rather than simply providing the answers. 
4. Teacher asks questions and includes tasks that move students beyond their initial thinking. 
5. Teacher requires students to cite relevant evidence. 
6. Teacher thoroughly teaches and engages students in tasks, activities or strategies that address one type of thinking relevant to learning objectives and content; these include: 
• analytical thinking - where students analyze, compare and contrast, and evaluate and explain information. 
• practical thinking - where students use, apply and implement what they learn in real-life scenarios.
• creative thinking - where students create, design, imagine, suppose and generate a variety of ideas and alternatives. 
• research-based thinking - where students explore and review a variety of ideas, models and solutions to problems. 

Evidence (Required):
04/06/2017 09:14 am: Video address what are characters, what are characters like, What can you do do to understand characters better?
04/06/2017 09:17 am: T- We are going to do the quiz? What do you think Antagonist means? Lets see who was paying attention. Raise your hand if you think it is the hero in 
the story...
04/06/2017 09:18 am: Students raise their hand for the character that tells lies. Teacher clicks and it is wrong. S- Its B. T- Tell me why.
04/06/2017 09:19 am: When Chicken Little says the sky is falling...Who was the main character is Cinderella? What lesson might a character learn from running a race?
04/06/2017 09:21 am: T- What would not help you understand a character? S- D Understand how a character feels...behaves..how many pages in a book...how the character 
behaves. T- The answer is a.
04/06/2017 09:22 am: T- Reads the story. Who can remember what daylight savings time. If you don't set your clock forward or behind you will be late or early.
04/06/2017 09:24 am: T- What do you think she means when she says time is not my friend. S- She does not like time? T- Why S- Because she is always late.
04/06/2017 09:26 am: T- What is the effect about Nola being or the reason that Nola is confused about daylight savings time. Remember daylight savings time..
04/06/2017 09:27 am: S- because she was not paying attention. She was not thinking about something else and not the clock.
04/06/2017 09:28 am: T- how does that title of the story...She got the title of the story confused.
04/06/2017 09:29 am: T- What is the reason of Nola turning forward instead of back. We just said it on the carpet. S- She was not listening to the teacher.
04/06/2017 09:31 am: T- how is Pablo different...similar. S- Can we look at the pictures.
04/06/2017 09:31 am: S- they are brothers. T- They are family...
04/06/2017 09:32 am: S- The brother is a boy and the sister is a girl. S- The boy is yawning and the girl is not.
04/06/2017 09:32 am: T- We are going to do this together.
04/06/2017 09:33 am: T- Who is one of the main characters. S- the girl. T- What was her name? S- Nola.
04/06/2017 09:33 am: T- Who was another character in the story? S- Pablo.

Rubric Score: 3/5

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 6 (Obs)

TEACH 6: Check for Understanding
Check for understanding and respond appropriately during the lesson
• 3
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher checks for understanding of content by addressing misunderstandings with another approach/strategy.
2. Teacher circulates during instructional activities to support engagement and provide relevant feedback.
3. Teacher formatively assesses students' work in order to adjust instruction in real time.
4. Teacher uses scaffolding techniques so that students construct their own understandings.
5. Teacher is able to address/ correct student misunderstandings effectively without taking away from the flow of the lesson or losing the engagement of students who do not understand.
6. Teacher utilizes a variety of methods to check for understanding.

Evidence (Required):
04/06/2017 09:10 am: Before we read the story lets talk about character.
04/06/2017 09:11 am: S- the boys and girls in the story. T- We are going to find some more details about character. Teacher plays a brain pop video on character.
04/06/2017 09:14 am: Video address what are characters, what are characters like, What can you do do to understand characters better?
04/06/2017 09:17 am: T- We are going to do the quiz? What do you think Antagonist means? Lets see who was paying attention. Raise your hand if you think it is the hero in 
the story...
04/06/2017 09:18 am: Students raise their hand for the character that tells lies. Teacher clicks and it is wrong. S- Its B. T- Tell me why.
04/06/2017 09:19 am: When Chicken Little says the sky is falling...Who was the main character is Cinderella? What lesson might a character learn from running a race?
04/06/2017 09:21 am: T- What would not help you understand a character? S- D Understand how a character feels...behaves..how many pages in a book...how the character 
behaves. T- The answer is a.
04/06/2017 09:22 am: T- Reads the story. Who can remember what daylight savings time. If you don't set your clock forward or behind you will be late or early.
04/06/2017 09:26 am: T- What is the effect about Nola being or the reason that Nola is confused about daylight savings time. Remember daylight savings time..
04/06/2017 09:27 am: S- because she was not paying attention. She was not thinking about something else and not the clock.
04/06/2017 09:29 am: T- What is the reason of Nola turning forward instead of back. We just said it on the carpet. S- She was not listening to the teacher.
04/06/2017 09:31 am: T- how is Pablo different...similar. S- Can we look at the pictures.
04/06/2017 09:31 am: S- they are brothers. T- They are family...
04/06/2017 09:32 am: S- The brother is a boy and the sister is a girl. S- The boy is yawning and the girl is not.
04/06/2017 09:32 am: T- We are going to do this together.
04/06/2017 09:33 am: T- Who is one of the main characters. S- the girl. T- What was her name? S- Nola.
04/06/2017 09:33 am: T- Who was another character in the story? S- Pablo.
04/06/2017 09:41 am: T- What is this word. Lets clap it out. Teacher goes through he word list. parade, nola, time, float, Pablo, remember, Saturday.
04/06/2017 09:42 am: T- Lets do your teachers. Quarles, Underwood, Holloway... Teachers clap and give how many syllables are in each sentence.
04/06/2017 09:43 am: T- Lets do your names. Daniel Campus.
04/06/2017 09:45 am: T- The last thing we are going to do is. What sound does T make. What sound does the end make. You have to determine if the th goes at the 
beginning of the word. Sound this word out. Cloth, path..

Rubric Score: 3/5

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 7 (Obs)

TEACH 7: Instructional Time
Maximize instructional time
• 3
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher has instructional materials prepared by the start of class.
2. Teacher minimizes students' wait time. 
3. Teacher spends an appropriate amount of time on each component of the lesson.



4. Teacher executes a coherently structured lesson that is appropriately paced (Footnote 11), such that students are almost never disengaged or left without anything meaningful to do. 

Evidence (Required):
04/06/2017 09:08 am: T- Before we begin reading we need to go over our vocabulary words.
04/06/2017 09:14 am: Video address what are characters, what are characters like, What can you do do to understand characters better?
04/06/2017 09:17 am: T- We are going to do the quiz? What do you think Antagonist means? Lets see who was paying attention. Raise your hand if you think it is the hero in 
the story...
04/06/2017 09:18 am: Students raise their hand for the character that tells lies. Teacher clicks and it is wrong. S- Its B. T- Tell me why.
04/06/2017 09:19 am: When Chicken Little says the sky is falling...Who was the main character is Cinderella? What lesson might a character learn from running a race?
04/06/2017 09:21 am: T- What would not help you understand a character? S- D Understand how a character feels...behaves..how many pages in a book...how the character 
behaves. T- The answer is a.
04/06/2017 09:21 am: T- Lets go back to the story.
04/06/2017 09:22 am: Teacher continues to read the text.
04/06/2017 09:24 am: Teacher continues to read.
04/06/2017 09:27 am: Teacher continues to read.
04/06/2017 09:28 am: T- Everyone sit where a cup is. I have four questions.
04/06/2017 09:32 am: T- Write your name at the top. Write the names of the main characters provided...
04/06/2017 09:39 am: Teacher walks around. Ok. Write that down.
04/06/2017 09:40 am: T- One more minute and we are going to move on.

Rubric Score: 3/5

Observer: Indicate which GenEd Addenda (below) were referenced in aligning and scoring this observation: Check all that apply - or "None" if no addenda were 
referenced.

• Early Childhood
• ESL

Click HERE to access the 2016-17 Addenda. The new addenda document will open in a separate tab. To navigate back to this form, return to this tab in 
your browser.

Average Observation Scores

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 1 (Obs) 1 of 1
1 of 1

4 5 1 4 04/13/2017

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 2 (Obs) 1 of 1
1 of 1

3 5 1 3 04/13/2017

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 3 (Obs) 1 of 1
1 of 1

3 5 1 3 04/13/2017

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 4 (Obs) 1 of 1
1 of 1

3 5 1 3 04/13/2017

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 5 (Obs) 1 of 1
1 of 1

3 5 1 3 04/13/2017

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 6 (Obs) 1 of 1
1 of 1

3 5 1 3 04/13/2017

16-17 Gen Ed Teach 7 (Obs) 1 of 1
1 of 1

3 5 1 3 04/13/2017

TOTAL: 22 35 7 3.143

Rubric Progress Score Max Criteria Avg Last Completed

*The field above provides an individual observation average. No action is required.

Observation Post-Conference

Area of Strength
Area of Strength:

• TEACH 1: Objective-Driven Lessons

Area for Improvement
Area for Improvement Indicator: 

• TEACH 4: Content Engagement

Level in which the Descriptor for Improvement is found:

• Level 3

Descriptor for Improvement:

• Descriptor 3

Next Steps
Next Steps (Required):

Standard RL. 1.3 Students can describe the characters, setting, and major events in a story using key details.
Area to strengthen:
Core Action 1: Ensure that instructional and materials explicity and systemtically provide all students with the opportunity to master foundational skills.
Teacher's strategies enable students to meet lesson objective(s) with appropriate scaffolding and differentiation.
The educator should begin differentiate instruction in order to fully meet the needs of the students in the ESL classroom. Everything shoud be grounded in text. Refer back to 
chaper 9 in Great Habits Great Readers by Paul Bambrick-Santoyo for strategies on Guided Reading Planning and Guided Readed Execution. The educator should aslo be 
sure to refer back to the video clips that are aligned with the chapter. The educator will observe a Primary Reading Language Arts block before the follow up informal 
observation. The evaluator will follow up with the educator the 2nd week in May to ensure implementation. 


